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Study Overview
Early user feedback is essential in validating design decisions and
making sure the foundation of UX designs are intuitive and are
easy to use. Our goal for this early study was to gather
preliminary feedback on the overall look and feel of our design
concepts and to identify any major usability issues with the
designs to ensure our AdRx designs are on target.
The study was an un-moderated, remote usability test.
We chose to use a web-based tool called Loop11 to conduct the
study. This tool allowed us to collect feedback from Bloomington
and regional campuses, and this allowed the advisors to complete
the study when it was most convenient for them during new
student orientation, which is a very busy time for advisors.
Loop11 allows us to capture screen movements, audio, and video
of the user while they are completing the study by using a
Chrome or Firefox plugin.
The test was successfully launched with a few lessons
learned.
This was the first time our team has used Loop11 for a usability
study, and while it appears advisors did not have any technical
issues in setting up the browser plugins and launching the study,
we were not always able to capture audio of the advisor. In most
tasks not having audio did not hamper the ability to gather
feedback on the success of completing a task, however for some

questions, we were not able to gather feedback without audio.
We consider this a lesson learned and will adjust our methods
and tasks in the future to not rely solely on audio. We also will
provide more extensive instructions for advisors to be able to
activate their microphones from their computers prior to starting
the study. Not having audio prevented us from gathering
feedback on some tasks and also made analyzing the recordings
more time consuming. Luckily, we had a sufficient number of
participants who had audio to achieve our goals for this usability
study.
We asked participants to complete tasks with an
opportunity to provide open-ended feedback and the end.
We recruited most of the participants by adding a banner to the
AdRx landing page in AdRx. Advisors would see this banner
requesting feedback on the new design whenever they logged
into AdRx.
Advisors who opted to participate were asked to complete 15
tasks using the AdRx prototype. The tasks we chose were crafted
to test specific features and functionality in the AdRx prototype
since our primary goal was to answer design question and to
validate design decisions. A preview is available of the entire
test.
The free form comments (XLS) from the final question of the test
provide us with direct feedback about the prototype from our
AdRx users.
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Results Overview
The link to the study was published on the AdRx landing page on
Thursday, July 12th and the test was left open until Thursday, July
26th. During that two-week period, 41 AdRx users completed the
study and 89% of the advisors who began the study completed it.

We received participation from 4 out of 8 campuses,
primarily Bloomington and IUPUI:

Of those responses, the majority of the advisors reported
that they were Academic Advisors:
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Most of the participants use AdRx Daily:

The free form comments collected at the end of the study showed
a positive response from advisors about the new design and
direction of AdRx:
“LOVE LOVE LOVE the new design. This is SO much more modern and
SO much more intuitive. This is REALLY good and responsive work.
THANK YOU for your efforts!!”
“Great work!!! I really love so much of this. Thank you so much for
your hard work!”
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Design & Layout Evaluated
Our goals for this study were to evaluate the usability of the
layout, navigation, and general design of the new AdRx. The
primary pages and components evaluated were:
§ Rivet header and icons with menus in a secondary header

§ Landing Page layout

§ Student Workspace layout and navigation with new design for
tabbed content
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General Observations
Several trends began to emerge while observing advisors using
the prototype to complete tasks:
§ Most advisors did not use the notification icons in the header to
answer questions and complete tasks. Instead, advisors first
look to the content area of the page to look for important
pieces of information.

§ The location of the AdRx profile names and AdRx settings link
under the identity menu is not intuitive to most users and they
struggled with tasks related to profiles and settings. This may
be due to the fact that many advisors only have one profile and
therefore are not aware that there are multiple profile options
in AdRx.
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§ Use of cards in the workspace/content area (i.e. Draft Notes,
Upcoming Appointments, Caseload) works very well for
advisors to scan and analyze content on the page based on
tasks they are completing.
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§ However, multiple links within a widget on a card should all go
to the same place. For example, participants always clicked on
the student name to open the draft note of the student, they
did not click on the Draft saved link with the icon.

§ The Caseload menu was difficult for many users to find. This
may be caused by the inactive Caseload link in the content
area, but having the Caseload menu on the left separated from
the other menus also contributed to the usability problem.

§ For help, several participants often looked in the footer area
but eventually found the help menu in the secondary header.
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§ Users will rely heavily on the landing page content as it
evolves, therefore we should provide a direct way to get back
to the landing page from other pages in AdRx
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Task Details
Task 1: Icons & Badges in the header
Goal: Understand how users interpret the icons with badges in
the Rivet header:

When presented with these icons in the header, users were asked
to identify what each icon and number meant without clicking on
an icon for more information.
Results:
Users identified the calendar and notes icon but did not identify
the reminders icon with the alarm clock. This is not concerning as
a usability issue as we anticipate higher recognition of the icon as
reminders usage increases. Users often identified the badges as
“new items or things happening today”.
Recommendation:
Ensure consistent use of icons within different IU applications and
AdRx and continue to evaluate the icon perception with users
before introducing them into the applications. The location and
display of icons and badges has good usability and no changes
are recommended.
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Task 2: Placement of active profile indicator
Goal: Evaluate the usability of the current placement of active
profile name under the username in the identity menu.

Users were asked to identify their current active profile.
Results:
Users struggled to identify their current active profile in the
current design placement.
Recommendation:
A more explicit statement of profile is recommended, or add it
next to a welcome message on the Landing Page, such as
“Welcome back Rebecca (profile: Administrator)”. It is not
recommended to place it below the header on every page as it
will push more important content down on the page.
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Task 3: Change active profile
Goal: Ensure the identity menu is the correct place to put the
profile links and evaluate the usability of the headers in a menu,
which is a change from current Rivet menu design.

Users were asked to change their active profile.
Results:
A significant amount of users struggled to complete this task
understanding that they were switching profiles in AdRx. Many
found the profiles listed in the menu, but did not click on the
names to switch, which may be due to the display of the profile
header and active profile in the menu.
Recommendation:
Since this is not a common occurrence in AdRx and most users
will not see the Admin User Profile link, the recommendation is to
keep the profile links as-is under the identity menu. Work with
UXO on a redesign of menu headers.
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Task 4: Report a problem in AdRx
Goal: Determine if users are able to find and use the menus in
the secondary header.

Users were asked to report a problem they encountered using
AdRx.
Results:
While some users looked to the footer for help links initially,
eventually nearly all found the help menu and clicked on the Help
or Report a Problem options successfully.
Recommendation:
Keep Rivet style menus on the right hand side of the secondary
menu as-is.
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Task 5: Change profile nickname in settings
Goal: Determine if users expect to find SAS and AdRx Settings in
the identity menu.

Results:
This task had a higher failure rate than most other tasks: 15% of
users did not successfully change the nickname and 5% of users
chose to abandon the task. Upon further inspection of the study,
several users who failed or abandoned the task tried to click on
the “Admin User Profile” link which does not go anywhere in the
prototype.
Recommendation:
Overall, users were generally confused by profiles in AdRx, and
the Admin User Profile link located in the identity menu added to
the confusion. For those who do have an understanding of
profiles, most were able to eventually find the AdRx settings and
successfully complete the task. With these factors in mind, the
recommendation is to keep the Settings links as-is in the identity
menu. Additionally, if the active profile is explicitly listed on the
landing page, provide a link to the settings directly next to it from
the landing page as well.
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Task 5: Find upcoming appointments
Goal: Determine if upcoming appointments are easy to identify.

Users were asked to identify what upcoming appointments they
had for the day.
Results:
All users were easily able to identify upcoming appointments for
the day. An overwhelming majority of users identified the
upcoming appointments using the content on the page rather
than the icons in the header.
Recommendation:
The card layout tested worked very well in the current landing
page layout. For primary tasks and important information, do not
rely on the header alone to provide access to the information.
Provide information on the landing page content and provide
access to that information on other pages through the header.
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Task 6: Open a previously saved draft note
Goal: Determine if draft notes are easy to identify and
understand the expectation of what happens after clicking on a
draft note.

Users were asked to open a previously saved contact note they
started but didn’t finish.
Results:
All users were able to identify and open a draft note. The majority
of the users used the card on the landing page to select a note by
clicking on the student name in the card to open the note. There
did not seem to be any sort of expectation of what would happen
once they clicked on the note (the prototype opened a panel over
the page that was a generic contact note).
Recommendation:
Keep draft notes in a card format on the landing page in addition
to icons in the header. Use one primary action for the widgets in
the card so that clicking on anything in the widget takes the user
to the same place.
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Task 7: Send a mass email to your advisees
Goal: Determine if users are able to find the Caseload menu to
access the Caseload in AdRx

Users were asked to send a mass email to a custom group of
advisees.
Results:
While many users successfully completed this task, 12% failed to
successfully find the Caseload link in the secondary header to
successfully send the mass email. Several users struggled but
eventually found the Caseload menu. Users often tried to click on
the “View Caseload” link (which was inactive) found in the
content area before eventually finding the Caseload menu.
Recommendation:
Move the Caseload menu to the right hand side with the advisor
resources and help menus. Provide a link directly to caseload in
the content area, along with links directly to custom groups.
Provide links to custom groups in the Caseload menu.
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Task 8: Locate program/plan in Student Workspace
Goal: Evaluate the layout of the student workspace.

Users were asked to identify the major for a given student.
Results:
All users were able to navigate to the student and identify the
program/plan for the student. A few users navigated to the
academic information tab in order to obtain the program/plan
information, but most used the student panel on the left hand
side of the page.
Recommendation:
No changes are needed to the location/display of the program
plan information. Keep the information on the academic
information tab as well as the left hand student panel. Make the
program/plan expandable area look more interactive using hover
interaction.
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Task 9: Locate program specific GPA
Goal: Determine if the program specific GPA is easily discoverable
and if the IU GPA is easily distinguishable from the program GPA.

Users were asked to identify the program GPA.
Results:
Most users were able to determine the program GPA by either
expanding the program/plan section in the left-hand student
panel or in the current schedule card on the snapshot page.
About half of the users expanded the program/plan section.
Recommendation:
Make the program/plan section in the left-hand panel look more
interactive on hover and on first glance. Keep other information
as-is. Provide hover tips for items like IU GPA to explain what
exactly that information is.
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Task 10: Identify holds in Student Workspace
Goal: Determine usability of the card layout and display of holds
as alerts inside of a card.

Users were asked to identify any holds this particular student has.
Results:
All users were able to determine the holds in the alerts panel on
the student workspace and identify exactly what the holds were.
Recommendation:
No changes to the design of the alerts for holds/PSI and other
alert info are needed. Provide tooltips for icons in the alerts card.
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Task 11: Identify PSIs inside of alert card
Goal: Determine if the tabs within the card are intuitive and
usable.

Users were asked to identify any positive service indicators a
particular student has.
Results:
All users were able to easily identify positive service indicators
the student has. Almost all users immediately clicked on the icon
for PSI in the alerts card on the student snapshot page.
Recommendations:
For alerts, keep the icons as consistent as possible with current
AdRx to make the transition to the new design as easy as
possible for users. Provide tooltips for the icons in the card. No
other changes to the design of the tabs within the card are
recommended.
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Task 12: Find most recent contact
Goal: Determine if tabbed design of content is easy to use in the
content area of the student workspace.

Users were asked to find the most recent contact note made on a
particular student.
Results:
All users were able to navigate to the contact history using the
new tabbed design and identified the most recent contact using
the information provided in the contact history.
Recommendation:
No changes to the tabbed design are recommended.
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Task 13: Create a contact note
Goal: Determine if users are able to identify the appointment
note button under upcoming appointments or whether the create
new note icon at the top of the page creates confusion.

Users were asked to create a contact note for a specific
appointment that they just had with a particular student.
Results:
While the majority of users were able to find and select the
correct button under upcoming appointments, many users still
used the create note icon at the top right to complete the task.
Recommendation:
Keep the create appointment note button placement as-is. Use a
similar create note icon design if using an icon to represent that
action as many users identified that action with the icon. Provide
a road-bump to stop users from creating a new contact note on a
student when they should be creating a related appointment note
(existing functionality).
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Task 14: Add addendum to an existing note
Goal: Evaluate usability of the design for adding an addendum to
an existing note on the contact history page.

Users were asked to document a follow-up conversation to a
contact note that they had previously created.
Results:
Many users were able to complete this task, however there were
around 30% of the users who struggled to complete this task.
Aside from a design issue, part of the issue completing the task
may have been the complicated nature of the task or the wording
of the question.
Recommendation:
Move the ‘add addendum’ action to be viewable on the condensed
and expanded view, rather than just the expanded view of the
contact history. Make the action to add an addendum look more
like a button.
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Task 15: Filter contact history results
Goal: Identify any usability issues with the filter button placement
and the filter panel design.

Users were asked to filter the contact history results to just notes
written by them.
Results:
Almost all users were able to open the filter panel and select the
checkbox to filter results to just themselves. Some users
struggled with the panel due to scrolling issues, but the prototype
was not responsive to browser size. This should not be an issue
for these users when the design is rendered as a responsive
application.
Recommendation:
No changes are needed to the current design of filters, however it
is recommended to test the filter options and results of filters in
more detail in a future usability study.
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Next Steps for UX
§ Revise the designs to implement the recommendations based
on the usability study.
§ Complete the next major design steps:
o Landing page design
o Right hand panel layout in student workspace
o Contact history/filter revisions
o Contact note panel (create note)
o Caseload
o Search
o Data visualization (perhaps not for MVP)
§ Conduct a quick usability study to validate designs in the
previous bullet prior to significant dev work
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